INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

DOCUMENT NUMBER: 11580

APPLICATION: ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

DATE OF ISSUE:
10-20-05   -   Deleted map racks
02-11-03   -   added map racks back
10-30-01   -   deleted map racks
05-22-00   -   revised to add marker/tack board requirements
10-05-99   -   revised notes below
12-15-95   -   revised format of this document, deleted attachments
04-29-94   -   add note to cut sheet regarding mounting height
11-04-93   -   added map racks in kindergarten classrooms
08-30-90   -   first issued

NOTES:
Provide marker/tackboard units where required by the Ed Spec. Markerboards are to be fabricated with no joints. Aluminum trim is to be installed with no joints except at corners, in lengths up to 20'. Each marker/tackboard unit is to be provided with (1) flag holder, (4) map hooks, and a 2" high map/display rail with tackable insert extending the full width of the marker/tackboard unit. Tackboards are to receive a vinyl fabric finish.

ATTACHMENTS:
None